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Non�fungible tokens �NFTs�
Melania Trump launches NFT venture, promising ‘an
amulet to inspire’
The former first lady’s promotional materials note that ‘a portion’
of the proceeds will help children aging out for foster care

David Smith in Washington
@smithinamerica

Thu 16 Dec 2021 17.49 GMT

She is married to former US president Donald Trump but now you, too, can stare into
the “cobalt blue eyes” of Melania Trump at the touch of a button and with your very
own piece of trendy, digital art.

The former first lady has jumped into the latest internet craze by launching a non-
fungible token (NFT) just in time for Christmas. It puts Melania right in the middle of a
fashion frenzy in hi-tech art circles – though critics may regard it as the latest attempt
by the Trump family to cash in on political success.

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/nfts
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Melania Trump’s NFT. Photograph: Melania Trump

An NFT is a digital asset – typically pictures, songs or videos – bought in an online
marketplace and stored on blockchain, a secure public ledger. Blockchain allows
anyone to verify the NFT’s authenticity and keeps a record of who owns what.

In Melania’s first public venture since leaving the White House almost a year ago, an
NFT named Melania’s Vision can be bought between 16 and 31 December with the SOL
cryptocurrency or an old-fashioned credit card.

An irony-free statement from her office says it is “a breathtaking watercolor art by
Marc-Antoine Coulon, and embodies Mrs Trump’s cobalt blue eyes, providing the
collector with an amulet to inspire.”

“The limited-edition piece of digital artwork will be 1 SOL (approximately $150) and
includes an audio recording from Mrs Trump with a message of hope.”

Melania, 51, joins a growing list of celebrities offering lucrative digital memorabilia.
Earlier this year Argentinian footballer Lionel Messi, Jamaican athlete Usain Bolt and
American football player Tom Brady launched their own collections of NFTs. Singer
Justin Bieber and K-pop group BTS have also dived in.

The statement notes that “a portion” of the proceeds from the Melania’s NFTs, which
will be released in regular intervals at MelaniaTrump.com, will support children aging
out of the foster care system. But it does not say where the rest of the money will go.

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/nfts
https://twitter.com/MELANIATRUMP/status/1471468919810670603?s=20
https://www.breitbart.com/
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As we approach the end of the year in Costa Rica, we have a small favour to ask. We’d
like to thank you for putting your trust in our journalism this year - and invite you to
join the million-plus people in 180 countries who have recently taken the step to
support us financially, keeping us open to all, and fiercely independent.

In 2021, this support sustained investigative work into offshore wealth, spyware,
sexual harassment, labour abuse, environmental plunder, crony coronavirus
contracts, and Big Tech.

The new year, like all new years, will hopefully herald a fresh sense of cautious
optimism, and there is certainly much for us to focus on in 2022 - a volley of
elections, myriad economic challenges, the next round in the struggle against the
pandemic and a World Cup.

With no shareholders or billionaire owner, we can set our own agenda and provide
trustworthy journalism that’s free from commercial and political influence, offering a

“I am proud to announce my new NFT endeavor, which embodies my passion for the
arts, and will support my ongoing commitment to children through my Be Best
initiative,” Melania is quoted as saying. “Through this new technology-based platform,
we will provide children computer science skills, including programming and software
development, to thrive after they age out of the foster community.”

The press release also promises “a one-of-a-kind auction of historical importance” next
month including three elements: digital artwork, physical artwork and a physical one-
of-a-kind accessory.

Former first lady Jackie Kennedy was a noted art lover who negotiated a temporary
exhibition of Leonardo da Vinci’s painting Mona Lisa in Washington and New York.
Michelle Obama sat for a portrait by artist Amy Sherald that is drawing crowds on a
nationwide tour.

Melania, by contrast, was better known for a piece of performance art in 2018 when she
boarded a plane wearing an olive green coat that read, in white capital letters, “I really
don’t care. Do U?” Since her husband’s election defeat, she has withdrawn from the
spotlight and kept an even lower profile than she did as first lady.

Thursday’s announcement was met with some skepticism. Richard Hine, a novelist,
commented on Twitter: “I’m not saying most #NFTs are scams operated by grifters and
money launderers. I’m just saying Melania Trump is launching an #NFT.”

https://www.whitehousehistory.org/press-room/press-releases/mona-lisa-in-camelot-how-jacqueline-kennedy-and-da-vincis-masterpiece-charmed-and-captivated-a-nation?ref=MargaretLeslieDavis.com
https://npg.si.edu/obamaportraitstour
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/21/us/politics/melania-trump-jacket.html
https://twitter.com/richardhine/status/1471499025782226948?s=20
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counterweight to the spread of misinformation. When it’s never mattered more, we
can investigate and challenge without fear or favour.

Unlike many other media organisations, Guardian journalism is available for
everyone to read, regardless of what they can afford to pay. We do this because we
believe in information equality. Greater numbers of people can keep track of global
events, understand their impact on people and communities, and become inspired to
take meaningful action.

If there were ever a time to join us, it is now. Every contribution, however big or
small, powers our journalism and sustains our future. Support the Guardian from as
little as $1 – it only takes a minute. If you can, please consider supporting us with a
regular amount each month. Thank you.
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